Special Section: Transformation

T he Magic
of Delegation
and Empowerment
by OWEN GADEKEN, D.SCI.

P

rogram management is a demanding career feld that requires skillful
integration of a diverse set of acquisition disciplines. Most DoD program
managers (PMs) have strong technical backgrounds along with signifcant
“hands on” experience dealing with cost, schedule, and performance issues.
They earn their selection as PMs by rolling up their sleeves, facing problems
directly, solving them, and then moving on to the next set of problems. That
approach works on the way up the career ladder but not as well when you
become the PM and have a host of people and projects to manage.
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Painful Experience

“HOW DO
I HAVE TO
CHANGE TO
SUCCEED IN
THIS NEW
ROLE?”
FAILURE TO
ADDRESS THIS
QUESTION
COULD LEAD
TO FAILURE
TO ADAPT AND
FAILURE TO
SUCCEED.

I can illustrate this with an example
from my last acquisition job before
I came to teach at DAU. This was
several years ago, but I remember
it like it was yesterday. I was the
deputy PM on a new missile program
working for a colonel at the Air
Force Armament Center at Eglin Air
Force Base, Florida. This and other
conventional weapon programs
were in turn managed by a program
executive ofcer (PEO) who was an
Air Force brigadier general. The PEO
was a seasoned ofcer, an experienced
pilot, and an academy graduate with
a Ph.D. in engineering. Given both his
operational background and depth of
technical expertise, the PEO was quite
interested in the technology we were
designing into these weapon systems.
In fact, he was so interested that every
time we briefed him he would ask for
more detail and backup information on
the technical and test issues.
The PEO’s interest and intense focus
on these issues reached a point where
none of the PMs who worked for him
felt they had enough freedom to make
any decisions in these areas without
checking with him frst. That became
a problem since the PEO had a large
number of programs in his portfolio
and was frequently out of the ofce on
travel. Somehow his interest in these
technical details unknowingly resulted
in him becoming a micromanager who
handicapped his PM direct reports.
Since he was the “big boss,” none of
his PMs felt they had enough freedom
to even bring up this topic when they
met with him.

Micromanagement
as the Norm

While this may seem like an
isolated example, I have found
micromanagement to be the norm
in every acquisition organization
I have worked in throughout both
my military and civilian careers in
defense acquisition. It is such a
repeated phenomenon that I consider
it part of our acquisition culture. Our
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organizations are full of military and
civilian acquisition professionals who
simply can’t let go of the “hands on”
detailed decision-making skill set that
got them promoted to a senior level,
even when this is no longer required
for success in their new roles.
The brigadier general in my previous
example was actually a well-meaning
and even charming leader who was
eventually given a second star. But
at the same time he contributed
to an extremely dysfunctional
organizational culture that stifed his
capable subordinates.
In refecting on how this continues
to happen in our forward-looking
acquisition organizations, I am
reminded of the Marshal Goldsmith
book with the appropriate title What
Got You Here Won’t Get You There.
As acquisition professionals, we are
reluctant to put aside the skill set that
gave us success early in our careers.
But give it up we must if we are
to succeed in the higher calling of
program management. Every job
move, every career change, every
promotion requires a thoughtful
answer to the question, “How do I
have to change to succeed in this new
role?” Failure to address this question
could lead to failure to adapt and
failure to succeed.

The Essential Skills
of Top-Performing PMs

What it takes to succeed as a PM
actually is quite diferent than what it
takes to succeed as a working member
of a program ofce. This is illustrated
in a class exercise that I ran for several
years in our residential program
management course. Students were
asked to bring in specifc workplace
examples of good and poor leadership
they had observed and arrange them
by categories within their groups of six
students. Each small group would then
report out the fve skills its members
determined were most important for
top-performing PMs.

environment where they were given
the freedom to go and develop the
‘how to get there.’ ” So I said, “Fine.
Let’s do what you want to do. You’re
responsible for it. My experience has
been that works. It works over and
over and over again!”

I found this result almost shocking,
but it really shouldn’t have been,
given the example and context
presented earlier. Still, it doesn’t
address the question of why such an
important skill set is rated so low in
our population of high-achieving PMs.

Benefts of Delegation
and Empowerment

Somehow a quote comes to mind
from the original Star Wars movie,
“the Force runs strong in your
family,” meaning that we remain a
product of our enduring culture (of
micromanagement). Even when you
know it’s important, it can be hard to
delegate and empower when you’re
in the middle of a bureaucracy that
doesn’t value or practice this skill.

Another selected PM said, “I have
found that 90 to 95 percent of the
people, if they understand clearly
what they are supposed to do and
achieve, they will go of and make
it happen. Now, they won’t if they
believe you’re going to come in and
second-guess them on everything. So
you’ve got to trust them to do things.”
Unfortunately, these select PMs
appear to be exceptions rather than
the rule in our defense acquisition
organizations. Much more attention
and skill development is needed
before we can truly take advantage
of the many benefts of delegation
and empowerment.

This frst beneft of an empowered
workforce is that program outcomes
improve since team members are
working up to their full potential. A
second beneft is that the PM can
back away from detailed day-today oversight and concentrate on
the “bigger picture” issues that will
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I collected the results over fve
years, which included almost 2,000
students, and the top three skills in
rank order were: communication,
setting strategy (or vision), and
delegation and empowerment. While
this result was very interesting in
and of itself, I compared it to our
360-degree feedback assessments
of these same students by everyone
around them over a much longer
period, totaling almost 8,000
program-management students.
While the top-rated communication
skill correlated with high ratings on
360-feedback, the other two skills—
setting strategy; and delegation and
empowerment—were both in the
bottom third of the 360-feedback
categories. In fact, delegation and
empowerment came in as the lowest
rated of the 24 skill categories used
in the assessment. This bottom rating
has persisted beyond this study,
even as we changed to use diferent
360-feedback assessments.

impact future program performance.
Another beneft for the PM is the
personal stress reduction and worklife balance improvement that can
be gained from no longer needing to
control every aspect of a program.
Finally, delegation and empowerment
enable workforce skill development
so team members can step into
higher roles in their current or
future programs.
I would be remiss if I didn’t say that
the journey toward more delegation
and empowerment is not an easy
one. Delegation is not abdication and
empowerment is not “freewheeling.”
As the PM, you are still in charge
and responsible for outcomes. It may
actually take more time at the start to
make the process efective than if you
looked over peoples’ shoulders and
did many tasks yourself. So it is the
long-term beneft that you are really
working toward.
I have also found that even at DAU,
which focuses on training the
acquisition workforce, delegation
and empowerment are not viewed as
important skills. They are either seen
as not relevant for acquisition training
or as part of basic management
skills that should be taught by our
customer organizations. As a result,
we have no current focus on these
topics in any of our training.

In a major research study I did with
top-performing PMs selected by
the military Service acquisitions
commands, I found that every one
of the PMs in the study excelled at
delegation and empowerment.
As an example, one selected PM said
of his team members, “They had an
September-October 2021
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AThereSIX-STEP
APPROACH
are choices we can make on how to implement

effective delegation and empowerment, and I
share below a simple six-step approach advocated
by Michelle Randall in her March 6, 2013, Fast
Company magazine article.
(1) PREPARE.

Take the time and have the discipline to clearly “map
out” what you want your team member to do and the
expected result.

(2) ASSIGN.

Efectively communicate the task and supporting
details such as schedule, budget, tools, and other
expectations to the team member.

(3) CONFIRM UNDERSTANDING.

Don’t assume that just because you communicated
the assignment your team member understands it.
Have him or her repeat to you the task in their own
words and ask them some questions to make sure
they understand all aspects of what is required.

(4) CONFIRM COMMITMENT.

Don’t assume that just because the team member
understands the assignment they are fully committed
to doing it. Just like a runner in a relay race, you are
handing of the baton to your team member. So you
need make sure they take it and run with it. Again,
asking questions is often the best approach to
ensuring that you’ve gained their commitment.

(5) AVOID “REVERSE DELEGATION.”

Make sure the team member knows it is their task
to complete and cannot be handed of to someone
else or even back to you. This last action is called
“reverse delegation” and can often occur when a
team member comes back to you asking for more
guidance or support. Just by saying “let me check on
that” or “I’ll get back to you” you have unwittingly
taken back the delegated task! Even if you help
him or her, you need to be clear that it is still their
task so they will take the next actions to complete
it. This topic of “reverse delegation” is the subject
of a classic 1999 Harvard Business Review article,
“Management Time: Who’s Got the Monkey,” by
Bill Oncken. I recommend reading the article to gain
further insight on avoiding reverse delegation.

(6) ENSURE ACCOUNTABILITY.

Efective delegation implies accountability. Based
on the skill set and motivation of the team member,
you need to set up periodic reviews on progress and
deliverables so there are no surprises as the work is
being done.
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COACHING IS ANOTHER TOOL THAT
THE MANAGER CAN USE TO HELP
THE TEAM MEMBER SUCCEED

To be clear, efective delegation also
includes empowerment. The act of
delegation is simply giving a team
member a job or task to perform.
That team member also needs the
“power” (responsibility and authority)
along with the budget, staf, and tools
to do the task.

simple exercise in which I ask each
student to recall their most rewarding
and least rewarding jobs along with
the factors that explain the reasons
for their choices. You might think that
the factors would relate to the type of
work, but that is usually a minor part
of the story.

Coaching is another tool that the
manager can use to help the team
member succeed. With the team
member as the lead for performing
the task, you can still be a thinking
partner, provide suggestions, and
ofer other support. This one-onone coaching can be very helpful to
the team member, again with the
caveat that you don’t get in the team
member’s way or stumble into a
reverse delegation error.

What gets the most attention in
both the most- and least-rewarding
examples is how the students were
treated by their supervisors. In
the least-rewarding examples, my
students said that they essentially
were treated as day laborers who
needed to be told what to do and to
be checked on frequently to make
sure the work was done properly. In
the most-rewarding examples, my
students were given some autonomy
and freedom to decide how to
perform their jobs and the ability to
ask for support or guidance from their
manager if they needed help. Also
amazing was the vivid and emotional

The Future Challenge

I will end by sharing the results
of a class exercise I have used for
years to highlight the importance of
delegation and empowerment. It’s a

reaction elicited in my students by
recalling these jobs even years later.
As we unpacked these rich
experiences in class, it was very easy
to make the connection between
the most-rewarding jobs and the
managers who had delegated and
empowered these younger workers.
It also was easy to see the contrast
in the least-rewarding examples
that featured bosses who were
micromanagers. My only hope is
that my students will not forget
this lesson since they have now
switched roles and become managers
themselves. Will they in turn be
able to give the magic of delegation
and empowerment to their junior
employees? Our future success in
defense acquisition depends on it!
GADEKEN is a DAU professor of Program
Management in Fort Belvoir, Virginia. He has a
doctorate in Engineering Management from
George Washington University.
The author can be contacted at
owen.gadeken@dau.edu.
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